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Host SM_Nick says:
"A Dish Served Cold, Part Two"

Host SM_Nick says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Start 200th Scimitar Mission !!!>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Croft says:
::in the armoury picking up a phaser::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::leaves his room and heads for the TL after the talk with the CTO::

CMO_Varesh says:
::waits for the team to beam down::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge please

CEO_DuPont says:
::Enters the transporter room 1::

CTO_Mesme says:
::walks into the TL with the TO:: TO: I think I need to have a chat with the CO about taking security with him next time!

Brolen says:
@::On the planet surface, he looks out his office window, gazing at the horizon in thought. Several seconds later he glances down at an information padd, filled with reports incoming from different areas of his office::

CIV_Croft says:
::tosses a type 2 into his belt, and conceals a type one in a special holder on his ankle::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::grins::  CTO: Roger that sir

CIV_Croft says:
::turns to the other rack and takes out a tricorder::

CIV_Croft says:
::opens it, examines it, then puts it in his belt pouch after checking it's charged::

XO_Mortimer says:
::puts up his hand to halt the transporter operator so the CIV can join them::

CMO_Varesh says:
::checks his personal weapons, and makes sure the knives Randi gave him is easily accessible::

CTO_Mesme says:
::exits the TL onto the bridge and looks around:: TO: You have tactical

TO_K`Nargh says:
::exits the TL and follows the CTO::  CTO: Yes sir

CIV_Croft says:
::exits the armoury and heads down the corridor, then makes a right and enters the Transporter room::

Brolen says:
@::he lets out a heavy sigh at the reports of his people assaulting Federation citizens. He wonders how things got to this point, and just hopes to resolve this situation as quickly as 'humanly' possible...::

OPS_Taylor says:
$::Resets coordinates and lines up the shuttle for final sequence:: Self: Awe! Look at her...

TO_K`Nargh says:
::enters bridge, sits down at tac 2 and powers it up::  CTO: If you need anything to be done just say so…

CIV_Croft says:
::nods at the XO as he enters::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Takes out a type 2 phaser checks that the setting is on stun and holsters it, next picks up a tricorder makes sure its working and waits patiently for the rest of the CO's away team to arrive::

Host CO_Black says:
::checks his gear on the transporter padd and glances at his AT::  CMO, CEO, FCO: Everyone ready ?

CIV_Croft says:
::looks to the operator, and then gets up on the platform::

OPS_Taylor says:
$COM: Scimitar: This is Lt. Taylor Requesting Permission to dock.

CEO_DuPont says:
CO: Aye Sir

CIV_Croft says:
XO: Ready to depart, sir.

CMO_Varesh says:
::nods:: CO: Aye, sir. ::takes a firm hold on his medkit::

XO_Mortimer says:
::nods back at the CIV and looks across to CNS::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
XO: Ready

XO_Mortimer says:
Transporter Operator: Three to beam down.

Host Martes says:
ACTION: Mortimer's team beams into the main council chambers on the planet.

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Keep a "very" close eye on our away teams

CIV_Croft says:
@::materialises and then makes sure that his equipment is intact::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Yes sir

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::looks around to make sure his team made it in one piece::

Host CO_Black says:
::puts his phaser out of sight with his jacket over it::  CEO, CMO, FCO: All Right... let's go then...    Transporter Chief: Energize !

Brolen says:
@::Only seconds later, a display appears on his display as it is reported that the Starfleet team has arrived as expected. He once again sighs and closes down the information terminal, taking a seat behind his large, and very well organized control desk::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::focuses on the AT on his tac2::

CTO_Mesme says:
::moves to a console and opens replies to the hail::  COM: Taylor: Permission granted to dock in shuttle bay 1

Host Martes says:
ACTION: Black's team beams into a small run-down village.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::looks around and tries to see what he can sense down on the planet:

Host Martes says:
Many of the buildings are derelict, and dust has settled on most inanimate objects.

FCO-Exeter says:
%::materializes in small run-down village::

CMO_Varesh says:
%::materializes in the village and pulls out his tricorder to start scanning::

CIV_Croft says:
@::assess the room around him, and then marks the doors that probably lead to escape routes::

Host Martes says:
ACTION: There is a slight wind, which causes the team to squint to keep the dust out.

OPS_Taylor says:
$COM: Scimitar: Acknowledged. ::Adjust heading::

CIV_Croft says:
@XO: What now, sir?

CEO_DuPont says:
%::materializes, takes out his tricorder and scans the immediate area::::

CMO_Varesh says:
%CO: Very healthy looking place.

Host CO_Black says:
%::materialises on the planet into a small village, looks around as he observes the vicinity looking for a person to speak to::

XO_Mortimer says:
@CIV: I guess we find someone and ask them to take us to their leader....

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Okay Ens, what does the federation colony have that the locals want?

CIV_Croft says:
@::represses a grin and takes out his tricorder::

Host Martes says:
%::comes running over to the team.  His clothes are torn, his hair ruffled, his face smeared with dirt::

FCO-Exeter says:
%::squinting::  *CIV*: Mr. croft do you have the info on Mr. Hearon for me??

CIV_Croft says:
@::sets it to passive scan mode::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@XO: I guess so.

CMO_Varesh says:
%::sees Martes approach and points his tricorder at the man::

Host CO_Black says:
%::nods::  CMO: Yeah, very healthy..  ::sighs::  now where is that welcoming party...?  ::sees Martes approach them::

CEO_DuPont says:
%::Watches Martes approach and rest a hand on his phaser::

Brolen says:
@::After checking that everything is in order on his desk, he stands and heads for the exit, heading in the direction of the team, hoping to meet them before they lost in the council chambers. He then informs one of his workers to let the Federation team know that he will be with them shortly::

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::squints his eyes, adjusting to the change in lighting, and looks for signs of an obvious welcoming committee::

CIV_Croft says:
@*FCO*: Excuse me sir, however I am in the middle of an away mission and do not currently possess the ability to perform that action. Croft out. ::Taps his badge again::

Host Martes says:
%CO: Captain, it's such a pleasure to see you down here. Thank you for coming so quickly.

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Nothing of interest sir

EO_Leasha says:
::on the Bridge doing something::

CIV_Croft says:
@::looks at his tricorder readout::

CMO_Varesh says:
%::sees the man is ok, just dirty. Whispers and aside to Black::  CO: He's not hurt.

TO_K`Nargh says:
EO: you look a bit bored....

Host Martes says:
@<Man> ::approaches Mortimer and his team::

CEO_DuPont says:
%::Takes his hand of his phaser and continues to scan the area::

OPS_Taylor says:
$::Slowly powers down the impulse engines and plops the shuttle on the landing pad::

CIV_Croft says:
@::closes the tricorder after having found nothing of interest.::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@XO: Here comes someone now.

FCO-Exeter says:
%*Bridge*: Could somebody up there find information about a Joseph Hearon and send it too me!

Host Martes says:
@<Man> XO: Welcome, Commander Mortimer.  I bring news from Brolen.  He will be with you shortly.

CIV_Croft says:
@::his senses alert him to a man approaching, and he looks up and takes the man’s measure::

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::notices the man approaching, makes a quiet hand-signal to his team to alert them::

CTO_Mesme says:
*FCO*: Will do, give us a few minutes

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Why did you want to know sir?

Host CO_Black says:
%::nods::  Martes: Not a problem, Mr. Martes...  ::glances at his team::  CMO: Apparently...   Martes: If you could spare some people to help facilitate our Medical teams and show our engineering teams around... so they can do the necessary stuff while we go and speak to your leader...  ::smiles faintly::

CTO_Mesme says:
EO: Could you look up that information please?

XO_Mortimer says:
@ Man: Greetings from the USS Scimitar, and the United Federation of Planets.

EO_Leasha says:
::Turns :: CTO: Err what information Sir

CMO_Varesh says:
%::waits for Black and Martes to finish the pleasantries::

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Well it seems to me that for the natives to attack a federation colony that they must have something they want

FCO-Exeter says:
%*Bridge*: send the data too my tricorder.

CIV_Croft says:
@::somehow wishes that he was with the other team::

XO_Mortimer says:
@ Man: Brolen is your leader?

OPS_Taylor says:
::dusts his uniform and picks up the padd beside him, kisses his wife and exits the shuttle.  Slowly heads for the bridge looking at the flashing panels::

Host Martes says:
%CO: Of course.  ::nodding::

CTO_Mesme says:
EO: Any information we have on one ::thinks:: Joseph Hearon

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: well the information I got says that it is nothing of interest

Host Martes says:
@<Man> XO: He is the Prefect.

EO_Leasha says:
CTO: Oh ok right on to it Sir

CEO_DuPont says:
%::Begins scanning the surrounding buildings looking for structural damage::

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Okay, lets turn this around, do the natives have anything the colony might want?

XO_Mortimer says:
@ CIV/CNS: Once this "Brolen" arrives, feel free to ask anything you think could be relevant.

Brolen says:
@::He hears the echo of his footsteps as he walks down the corridors to the main chambers. While he greatly admires the building his office is in, he finds the large unused space to be quite - bothersome. Several moments later, he finds himself at the top of a flight of stairs, heading down the room, where he can see the Starfleet team assembled::

Host Martes says:
%CMO: This way  ::leads Varesh away to a hut filled with injured::

EO_Leasha says:
::starts hunting through the computers for One Joseph Hearon::

Host CO_Black says:
%::glances at his CEO and CMO::  CEO, CMO: Chief, Doctor... you have your orders, let me know if anything abnormal comes up...

CIV_Croft says:
@::looks around the room, only barely listening to the XO::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@XO: Right.

Brolen says:
@::Stepping forward, he places his hand on the railing and moves down the steps towards the team:: XO: Greetings, I am Prefect Brolen, it is a pleasure to be graced by the presence of such...::He chooses his words carefully::...respected Starfleet officer. ::He gives a friendly smile as he stops at the foot of the stairs::

FCO-Exeter says:
%::looking around disinterested in his surroundings::

CEO_DuPont says:
%CO: Aye sir  ::moves away studying his tricorder::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: nothing of interest that I can see here

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::inclines his head slightly towards Brolen::

CMO_Varesh says:
%Martes: Right behind you. ::turns slightly:: CO: I'll call if I need help. You'll hear me even if my badge malfunctions or something. ::walks off behind Martes::

CIV_Croft says:
@::takes an instant dislike to Brolen::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: There doesn’t seem to be anything that either side wants from each other sir

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Another mystery then... any evidence of an external influence, bio signs, decaying warp signatures etc?

XO_Mortimer says:
@ Brolen: Greetings, Prefect Brolen. I am Lt. Cmdr Vincent Mortimer of the USS Scimitar, and my colleagues here are Counsellor tl'Loris and Mister Croft ::gestures to them::

EO_Leasha says:
::still hunts for him and finds her way through the H's thinking its a good place to start .... sighs and then starts humming to herself not comfortable at all on the bridge::

Host CO_Black says:
%::grins at the CMO's comment::  FCO: All Right, let's find this guy Hearon...  ::glances at the surroundings::

FCO-Exeter says:
%::looks around and notices some large boxes in a corner::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Walks onto the bridge after a quick lift from the TL. Looks for the person in charge, and taps the TO:: TO: Is the Captain around?

TO_K`Nargh says:
OPS: No sir, the Captain is on AT duty, the CTO is in charge of the ship

CTO_Mesme says:
EO: Any luck with the data  ::looks at the EO's console::

FCO-Exeter says:
%CO: Brian check that ::points at the boxes::

XO_Mortimer says:
@ Brolen: I understand you are having a number of...  difficulties here, and we're here to see how we can assist you to come to a peaceful agreement.

EO_Leasha says:
CTO: Not at the moment Sir, But I’m still looking

CMO_Varesh says:
%::follows Martes into the hut::  Martes: Just a quick eyeball scan tells me I can handle things from here, thanks.

OPS_Taylor says:
TO: Thanks. ::Walks to the CTO:: CTO: Excuse me.  I am Lt Taylor reporting for duty.

Host CO_Black says:
%::looks at the boxes where the FCO is pointing::  FCO: What is it, John..?  ::moves closer::

CTO_Mesme says:
EO: The new CEO giving you all the fun assignments I see as well ::smiles a large smile::

Brolen says:
@::He nods politely to the assembled officers and his eyes look them up and down immediately:: XO: Welcome to Malandra Six, Lt. Commander Mortimer...I have been informed of the situation concerning your colonists, and hope that we may resolve this situation immediately...  ::smiles::  ...it seems we both want the same thing Mr. Lt. Commander...

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Nothing sir, this is weird...don’t see why they are attacking them…

CEO_DuPont says:
%::frowns as he gets back his readings from the damage to the buildings::

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::winces at the use of Mister before his rank, but says nothing::

TO_K`Nargh says:
OPS: Are you the new guy aboard the Scimitar ?

EO_Leasha says:
::glares at the CTO:: CTO: do you want my answer to that!

FCO-Exeter says:
%:: Tries too scan the Boxes::  CO: Heavy plated can't scan the inside, Sir

CTO_Mesme says:
::turns to the new guy... and looks up:: OPS: Pleasure, Lt Aun'to Mesme, Chief Tactical officer, you have come at just the right time

XO_Mortimer says:
@ Brolen: Perhaps we could find a location to sit and talk for a while about the problems?

CTO_Mesme says:
::purrs::  EO: Maybe when we are not on duty

Host Martes says:
%CMO: Thank you.  I also have matters to attend to.  ::leaves::

CIV_Croft says:
@::raises his eyebrow at the apparent unsophisticated use of language but refrains from comment::

Host CO_Black says:
%::frowns::  FCO: Odd.... ::quickly checks his tricorder scans::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Looks back at the TO:: TO: Yes. I am the new, guy, I am Lt. Taylor.  Operations Officer.

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: How about anything down there that could cause hallucinations ?

EO_Leasha says:
::Smiles:: CTO: you can buy the drinks then Sir will be a long moan

Brolen says:
@XO: If you and your people would care to follow me this way, I will lead you to the conference hall...::he listens to the XO as he heads off slowly:: I have made arrangements for refreshments for you and your team...we can talk there, I believe...

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Permission to give the new guy a "tour" around the ship ::says this with a grin on his face::

CEO_DuPont says:
%::Notices some burn marks on one of the walls and brings his tricorder to bear::

CMO_Varesh says:
%::places his medkit on a nearby table, and removes his medical tricorder, hypospray and dermal regenerators.::

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::gestures to the others to follow::

EO_Leasha says:
::goes back to looking for the information kind of realising she misses that Purr in ME ::

TO_K`Nargh says:
OPS: Welcome aboard then...just don’t get on my bad side and you will be ok ::smiles::

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Maybe later, I think we should look after our AT's at the moment

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::whispers:: CNS/CIV: First impressions?

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: No sir....nothing that could cause hallucinations

CIV_Croft says:
@XO: I dislike him. He's too happy. He's hiding something.

Brolen says:
@XO: Mr. Mortimer, Lt. Commander, if I may ask, when did the first reports of..."difficulties" come to your Federation superiors? ::he asks genuinely as he heads towards the lounge::

CEO_DuPont says:
%::Taps his commbadge::  *CO*: DuPont to Black

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::whispers::  XO: I don't know.

OPS_Taylor says:
::thinks "Guy"::

CMO_Varesh says:
%::turns with his equipment in his hand and smiles at the people in the hut.:: All: Ok, I'll start at one side and work my way to the other. If you think you're seriously injured, tell me. ::flips open the tricorder and scans his first patient::

XO_Mortimer says:
@ Brolen: Fairly recently, I believe. We were dispatched as soon as the problems were made known to Starfleet.

CIV_Croft says:
@::follows Brolen, briefly overtaking the XO, but then catching himself and falling back into step::

FCO-Exeter says:
%::eyes widen as something flashes by in his mind, his father with a man he doesn't know::  Self: John your breaking down!

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::whispers::  CIV: Now, Mr. Croft, I'm sure he's just uncomfortable around us....

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Could you see if you can find out how the colonists have been attacked, weapons and the like

TO_K`Nargh says:
OPS: Ah sorry for saying "guy" sir....I taught you were not a superior officer my apologies

EO_Leasha says:
::is still looking at the info then decided to take another root and see what happens::

CIV_Croft says:
@XO: ::growls out an..:: Indeed.

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Yes sir

Host CO_Black says:
%::moves on, noting the boxes on a PADD::  *CEO*: Black here, Chief...

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@XO: Though he's not hiding anything. He wants this problem solved.

Brolen says:
@XO: Are you aware of how many separate incidents have been reported? ::he arrives at the lounge and makes a sweeping motion with his hand, to indicate that the away team should enter the lounge before him - as a gesture of courtesy - of course::  XO: After you...Mr. Lt. Commander...

CIV_Croft says:
@::looks at tr'Loris dubiously::

Host CO_Black says:
%FCO: Let's go John...  you still have no clue who this Hearon guy is...?

XO_Mortimer says:
@ CNS: Thank you, Counsellor. I'm glad to have my suspicions confirmed.

CTO_Mesme says:
EO: Remind me to have a word with DuPont about the relay time on the computer

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::winces again::

EO_Leasha says:
::eyes light up::  CTO: Sir I have him ! but nothing of great interest though…

TO_K`Nargh says:
OPS: Taught you were another Ensign or something....::turns back to tac2::

XO_Mortimer says:
@ Brolen: Thank you, Prefect Brolen. ::steps into the lounge::

EO_Leasha says:
::smiles::  CTO: You know he will properly pass that one on to me

CMO_Varesh says:
%::hums tunelessly under his breath, as he scans the first person, and treats her for some cuts and bruises::

OPS_Taylor says:
TO: Apology accepted.  CTO: I'll take my station, sir.

CTO_Mesme says:
::looks at the information:: EO: Transmit this to the FCO

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::follows the XO and CIV::

CEO_DuPont says:
%*CO*: Sir the damage to the buildings are not to extensive, there using something of the equivalent of a  'Molotov cocktail', I can beam down some fire retardant foam, which could help put paid to such attacks with your permission of course?

FCO-Exeter says:
%*Bridge*: do you have the info I requested??

EO_Leasha says:
CTO: Yes Sir

EO_Leasha says:
*FCO* I have it hold you horses

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::looks around, trying to get a feel for the level of artistic design in the room as a way of measuring the general attitude of the race::

Brolen says:
@::he smiles and follows the team into the Conference Lounge. Like all the other rooms in his complex, this one is larger and quite empty compared to it's size...however on the large and numerous tables filling the room, he can see many of his people's favourite dishes::  Team: Please, have a seat and try some of the refreshments... ::smiles::

OPS_Taylor says:
::walks to OPS and relieves the officer there.  Punches in his codes and looks at all the new buttons.::

CTO_Mesme says:
::nods to the OPS:: OPS: Its not usually this busy by the way

Host CO_Black says:
%*CEO*: Understood and granted Chief....

EO_Leasha says:
*FCO*: Ex-Starfleet, turned to Maquis, was involved with Exeter’s father some where, nothing much else to tell you…

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@Brolen: Do you have any idea why you're people would be attacking the colony?

CEO_DuPont says:
%*CO*: Thank you Sir, DuPont out

CTO_Mesme says:
EO: He worked for the Maquis?

CIV_Croft says:
@::gets out his tricorder and runs a passive scan, trying not to make it obvious that he is scanning the food::

Brolen says:
@::almost in an over-eager fashion, he takes up a cup of some unknown liquid and sips the liquid quickly::  XO: That, my dear friend, is a complete mystery...I was hoping that your reports might show that you people, or mine...had provoked the other side in some way...

CEO_DuPont says:
%COMM: Scimitar: DuPont to Scimitar

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::takes a seat, and picks a shiny fruit from a bowl, taking a bite::

FCO-Exeter says:
% ::as he hears the EO:: Self: Oh my god !!! ::turns too Black:: CO: You do not want me here!!!

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: The attack was just a rush and retreat tactic.....nothing of interest was taken....::looks back at tac2:: and the weapons were hand made explosives but I’m not to sure it’s to much of a mixture to be 100% sure…

OPS_Taylor says:
CTO: It's alright, I just want to get use to the console.

CTO_Mesme says:
COM: DuPont: Mesme here, go ahead

EO_Leasha says:
::Nods to the CTO::  CTO: Yes, Sir nor sure if he’s still with them though ::hears the FCO:: *FCO*: Anything wrong ?

CMO_Varesh says:
%::with a fatherly pat on her hand Varesh dismisses his first patient and turns to the next one.:: Man1: That is a nasty break, why didn't you tell me? ::scans the man's arm to pinpoint the break and gets the bone regenerator:: How did this happen?

FCO-Exeter says:
%CO: I seriously Suggest we leave now, we are in grave danger, Brian, you have too believe me !!!

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@Brolen: What I heard from the colonists was that it started with something like name calling.

CEO_DuPont says:
%COMM: CTO: Could you patch me through to Ensign Leasha please Lt.?

Host CO_Black says:
%::quickly turns to the FCO as he hears him shout and frowns::  FCO: Quiet down Lieutenant !  ::takes a natural pause::  what are you saying...?

CTO_Mesme says:
EO: Its for you ::smiles::

CTO_Mesme says:
COM: CEO: One moment

Brolen says:
@CNS: That could be a cause...however I would like to believe that my people are of enough moral standings to prevent themselves from something as petty as name calling...no...it must have been something more significant...  ::he takes a fruit similar to Mortimer and tosses it in his mouth::

EO_Leasha says:
::Glares at the CTO::  COM: Malandra 6: CEO: you wanted me Sir :: All nice and polity::

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Interesting

FCO-Exeter says:
%CO: listen too me Brian, Josh ain't a Nice fellow! We need too leave, Hearon is a dangerous man!

CTO_Mesme says:
OPS: Have we still got a lock on our away teams?

CEO_DuPont says:
%::smiles to himself::  COM: Scimitar: EO: Missing me Ensign?

CMO_Varesh says:
%<Man1> CMO: Uhm, well, it kind of happened during the last attack. We were taken by surprise and as we tried to escape a burning building, I fell and broke my arm.

CEO_DuPont says:
%::swivels as he hears the commotion::

CIV_Croft says:
@::takes a drink and looks around::

Host CO_Black says:
%::tries to makes sense of this sudden change of heart::  FCO: Why is he dangerous...?

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::picks up a cup of liquid and takes a sip::

CMO_Varesh says:
%::hears the commotion outside::  All: Excuse me for a moment. ::he quickly shows the woman he's already treated how to use the regenerator and goes outside::

EO_Leasha says:
::Bites her lip from some awful comment::  COM: CEO: Haven’t thought about it Sir .... Been peaceful though ::tries not to laugh::

CTO_Mesme says:
::shakes his head at the EO::

XO_Mortimer says:
@: Brolen: Something more significant... any ideas what that could have been?

FCO-Exeter says:
%CO: Just trust me this guy is  dangerous! Either that or let me go back and get yourself killed!!!!!

OPS_Taylor says:
::Checks the Transporter Locks, and secures the locks:: CTO: Yes, sir.

EO_Leasha says:
::Sees the CTO and just look as if to say what ::

CMO_Varesh says:
%::walks to Black and Exeter:: CO/FCO: Everything alright?

CEO_DuPont says:
%::starts making his way towards where the noise came from, with one hand resting on his phaser:: COMM: Scimitar: EO: Please replicate some fire retardant foam and have it beamed down to the my co-ordinates, give me a shout me a call when its ready

Brolen says:
@::he turns away from the counsellor briefly and looks at Mortimer:: XO: Now, Mr. Lt. Commander...::He pauses::...you look a little green...are feeling alright? ::He pauses before answering the XO's question::

FCO-Exeter says:
%CMO: We have too get out of here, now!!!!!!!!

CMO_Varesh says:
%FCO: Calm down - you're making no sense.

Host CO_Black says:
%FCO: Lieutenant, we do not need a scene here, either you quiet down and act like a StarFleet officer or I will send you back to the Scimitar...

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: sir there seems to be a big commotion down there

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: What do you mean?

FCO-Exeter says:
%CO: Then send me back, I ain't dying here!!!!!

XO_Mortimer says:
@::feels a piece of fruit stuck in his throat, and coughs a little::  Brolen: I'm fine... just had the weirdest feeling. On earth we'd say it felt like someone just walked over my grave.

EO_Leasha says:
::raises her eyebrows:: COM: Malandra 6: CEO: As you wish Sir. But wouldn't shouting over the comm. cause static or a echo

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::Thinks:: Brolen: Could the colonists be provoking the attack somehow?

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: I picked up something sounded like the FCO saying someone is a dangerous man and that he needs to get out of there

FCO-Exeter says:
%CO: Not today, Hearon is a madman and I ain't dying here, that's Final !!!

Host CO_Black says:
%::glances at the CMO::

CIV_Croft says:
@::sits silently, listening and observing::

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Oh great... have two security teams get ready to beam down... just in case

CEO_DuPont says:
%::turns the corner and spots the rest of the away team and heads towards them::  COMM: Scimitar: EO: Funny Karla, you’re obviously enjoying bridge duty , maybe I should have you permanently assigned there, DuPont out ::closes the comm::

Brolen says:
@::He smiles and continues on:: XO: No bother...probably just the food not sitting well with you, or all that space travel you people do...but as for the cause, no, my reports show no evidence of provocation...however if my people felt their space was infringed...it may cause an outburst...but nothing more then a minor disturbance...

CMO_Varesh says:
%::frowns at the CO and shrugs:: FCO: Perhaps if you explained a bit more than just yelling hysterically, we would take you seriously.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Turns:: CTO: I have transporters on standby. ::Has a finger over the transporter::

EO_Leasha says:
::laughs:: CTO: Sir permission to find a replicator to replicate the Chief some Fire retardant foam ?

CTO_Mesme says:
EO: Go ahead

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::looks to the CIV, questioningly::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: yes sir......... *Sec Office*: Have two security teams standby for beam down.....I repeat have two security teams stand by for beam down to the planet.

EO_Leasha says:
::cringes at the Chiefs comment:: Self: Oops

FCO-Exeter says:
%CMO: Just take me seriously if we stay here we die, that's all I'm saying!!!

CIV_Croft says:
@::looks at the XO with a 'what is it that you want?' look on his face::

CTO_Mesme says:
OPS: Okay, hold on a moment

CEO_DuPont says:
%::Walks over to the CO:: CO: Problem sir? ::gestures to the FCO::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: He sounds really scared sir....it was broken up but he sounded really scared...I’ll try and pick up some more

Host CO_Black says:
%::pulls Exeter into a corner with the CMO::   FCO: Now, calm down and explain us what you know, plain and quietly...

CMO_Varesh says:
%::looks at Black:: CO: Leap of faith? We could beam the injured up and I can treat them there.

XO_Mortimer says:
@ CIV: Any thoughts, Mr Croft?

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Maybe you should message him Sir, to see what’s going on..... ::worried look::

CIV_Croft says:
@XO: None I currently wish to discuss, no.

EO_Leasha says:
CTO: Thank you sir ::leaves the bridge quietly cheering to herself and heads to were ever the suitable place is to replicate this stuff is ::

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Is there anything on this planet that the Maquis could be interested in, as a base, minerals, anything?

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Even though he tried to arrest me but......he is part of our crew

Brolen says:
@XO: Mr. Mortimer, Lt. Commander...I do not want to see our peoples segregated from each other...that would not be acceptable...but I fear that if violence continues, my government may have to take such steps to ensure people on Malandra Six...

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::frowns slightly, but lets it go::

FCO-Exeter says:
%::looks at the rest::  ALL: Don't believe me then I'm just going to save your behinds! COM: Scimitar: transporter chief: Immediate beam up of the away team!

Host CO_Black says:
%CEO: No Problem, Chief...

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::tries thinking some more::

CTO_Mesme says:
COM: CO: Sir, is everything okay down there, we are getting some strange commtrafic up here…

XO_Mortimer says:
@ Brolen: To ensure they.... ?

Host Martes says:
ACTION: Both Away teams are yanked back to the Scimitar

EO_Leasha says:
::Is in the TL:: COM: CEO: Sir you didn't say how much you wanted some isn't very helpful

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: No mines sir, just the thermohyranide.....but that’s only interest to the Breen who are miles away…

CMO_Varesh says:
%::starts talking and disappears in a swirl of blue::

Brolen says:
@XO: That both of our people are kept safe...you are an intelligent man...::He looks there in surprise as the man before him vanishes::  XO: Mr. Lt. Commander?

EO_Leasha says:
::leaves the TL and enters the cargo area where she can replicate it::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::looks around in the transporter room::  self: What  happened?

CEO_DuPont says:
::looks at the FCO and shakes his head slightly, wondering why the CMO hasn't ... materializes onboard the Scimitar::

CIV_Croft says:
::feels himself dematerialising and wonders if he is being attacked::

CTO_Mesme says:
::looks into space:: Self: Breen...

OPS_Taylor says:
CTO: Sir, the transporter chief just got a nod to transport the AT back.

XO_Mortimer says:
::appears back on the Scimitar::  Brolen: To ensure they?... they?... er... um.... ::looks around::

TO_K`Nargh says:
*FCO*: Is everything ok....I picked up a message saying that some guy is dangerous...you are safe now but what happened down there?

EO_Leasha says:
::and waits on the CEO::

FCO-Exeter says:
::back on the Scimi::  Self: Thank god!!!!

CIV_Croft says:
::taps his badge angrily::  *Bridge* This is Croft. What the just happened?

CTO_Mesme says:
OPS: What is going on here ::shakes head::

Host CO_Black says:
%::rematerialises on the Scimitar::  Self: Darn it !!   FCO: Lieutenant, you're one step away from being kicked off this ship !  ::pulls him off the transporter PADD::

CMO_Varesh says:
::appears on the ship with his mouth still open:: TC: Belay... never mind

Brolen says:
@::He stands up quickly and heads to a control display::  *Control*: Contact the U.S.S. Scimitar...it appears that their Mr. Lt. Commander and his team have vanished...I want the Starfleet officers located immediately...

CTO_Mesme says:
*CIV* Don’t look at us, we had nothing to do with it

FCO-Exeter says:
CO: Just be glad I saved your behind!

CMO_Varesh says:
CO: Sir, I think its time Lt. Exeter gave us a proper explanation.

FCO-Exeter says:
TO: None of your business, Ensign

CIV_Croft says:
*CTO* On whose authority was the away team recalled?

CEO_DuPont says:
::hears the EO's comm and taps his comm badge::  *EO*: Karla enough for 100 square metres and I'll let you know when I'm back on the planet  ::turns on the FCO, more annoyed than angry::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::looks at the CO and FCO::

CTO_Mesme says:
*CIV*: Lieutenant Exeter’s.

TO_K`Nargh says:
@FCO: I just told the CTO to see what’s happening you were scared. I practically saved you..

CIV_Croft says:
::raises an eyebrow and turns around::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: hmm who beamed them back?

CIV_Croft says:
FCO: What exactly were you thinking, 'sir'?

XO_Mortimer says:
::looks at the CNS, the CIV, the CO, the FCO, and anyone else in the room, with a questioning look plastered over his face::

FCO-Exeter says:
*TO*: I'll explain later 

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: The transporter chief apparently

EO_Leasha says:
::is a little confused, wondering what is going on::  *CEO*: Aye Sir  ::shrugs and starts to replicate::

Host CO_Black says:
::glances at the XO::  XO: Commander, beam back with your team...  I'll see if I can figure out Mr Exeter here...

TO_K`Nargh says:
*FCO*: Yes sir

CIV_Croft says:
::looks at Black, then at Mortimer::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Maybe we should go with them on the next AT.....

XO_Mortimer says:
CO: Aye, sir. I'll..er... give the Prefect our apologies.... technical problem with the transporters.

Host CO_Black says:
::nods::  XO: Would be a good suggestion...

CIV_Croft says:
XO: Whatever trust that man had in us is probably gone now. ::throws the dirtiest look ever at the FCO::

CEO_DuPont says:
CO: Captain, with your permission I'll get both teams beamed back down to the planet, once security have collected the FCO of course....

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Is there any evidence of the Breen being in this sector in say the last 3 months…

XO_Mortimer says:
CIV: Unfortunately, I believe you could be right.

OPS_Taylor says:
CTO: I'll be in transporter control, sir. ::gets up and heads for the transporter room::

FCO-Exeter says:
::ignores everybody::  *OPS*: Could you please scan those boxes on the planet at our past location, Sir

CTO_Mesme says:
::nods to the OPS::

CMO_Varesh says:
CO: I'd like to know why Lt Exeter is so emphatic that we're in danger.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Bites his lip::  CO/XO: Mr. Exeter is very scared. ::feeling he should speak up::

FCO-Exeter says:
CMO: Because I know Joseph Hearon, and I know what he can do !

CIV_Croft says:
XO: May I suggest we beam back immediately.

OPS_Taylor says:
::halts:: CTO: Sir ?

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: No presence reported sir

XO_Mortimer says:
Transporter operator: Three to beam back down to our former locations. Lock transporter to beam out only on authorisation from myself or one of my team....

CMO_Varesh says:
FCO: All very well, but enlighten us, will you?

Host CO_Black says:
CEO: Negative...  we'll wait for now...  have the teams standby....

CTO_Mesme says:
OPS: Humour him for a moment

EO_Leasha says:
::sees it all being replicated and just hums to herself waiting on the DuPont::

CMO_Varesh says:
::quietly enters Exeter's mind and starts calming him down... old Betazoid trick::

TO_K`Nargh says:
*XO*: Are you going back down?

OPS_Taylor says:
CTO: Aye. ::goes to science console and scans the boxes at the last location::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::steps back on the transporter padd, ready to beam down::

CEO_DuPont says:
CO: Aye sir  ::gestures to the transporter chief to make sure nobody beams down to the planet::

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Well maybe they are collecting the stuff for the Breen, would make sense if they needed weapons or ships...

XO_Mortimer says:
*TO*: That is affirmative.

CEO_DuPont says:
XO: Sorry Commander, Captain's orders but nobody is beaming back down...just yet!

TO_K`Nargh says:
*XO: I suggest some security like the CTO.....you never know what could happen again and the FCO didn’t want to be down there

FCO-Exeter says:
::looks at the CMO and raises a eyebrow, for some reason he feels more relax and at ease::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Could be a possibility sir

Host CO_Black says:
XO: Commander, at the first sign of trouble I want you back immediately...

XO_Mortimer says:
CEO: We can wait.

CMO_Varesh says:
::smiles at Exeter:: FCO: You needed it.

XO_Mortimer says:
CO: Aye, sir. 

FCO-Exeter says:
*OPS*: Have those boxes been scanned?

EO_Leasha says:
::finds a nice corner to sit in while she listening to her humming echoing in the cargo area::

OPS_Taylor says:
CTO: Interesting, they are heavily plated. I can't penetrate it.

CEO_DuPont says:
::shakes his head a little confused at hearing conflicting statements::

FCO-Exeter says:
CMO: What I need is about 2500 men armed too the teeth too get Hearon!

Host CO_Black says:
::turns to the FCO::  FCO: Now, you have some explaining to do and now...  ::frowns::

CTO_Mesme says:
OPS: That’s not what I wanted to hear

EO_Leasha says:
::and replicates herself a cup of coffee and sits down enjoying the coffee break::

CMO_Varesh says:
FCO: That is not within my realm of possibility... I did what I could. Now I suggest you enlighten us to Hearon's capabilities.

OPS_Taylor says:
CTO: That is what I got from the scans.

CTO_Mesme says:
::moves over to a console and scans the area for ships, visible, cloaked and the like, or any ships nearby::

XO_Mortimer says:
*TO*: That’s negative. We've already offended them enough already, security forces would just ruin whatever little trust they may have left for us.

CEO_DuPont says:
XO: Well sir, do you want me to beam you back down?

TO_K`Nargh says:
*XO*: Aye sir

FCO-Exeter says:
CO: Brian, just trust me, I thought this was out of my system. All I can say is check Hearon's files and my Father’s files!

CTO_Mesme says:
OPS: I would love to know what was in those boxes, although beaming them up could be a serious risk…

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::makes a mental note of a question to ask Brolen when they beam back down::

XO_Mortimer says:
::nods to the CEO, a worried look on his face::

OPS_Taylor says:
CTO: Beam them into a shuttle?

Host CO_Black says:
::walks to one of the access consoles in the transporter room and brings up the requested files::

CEO_DuPont says:
::nods to the chief as he takes control of the transporter console::  XO: When your ready sir....

FCO-Exeter says:
CO: If it could be possible I would like too return too my quarters

CTO_Mesme says:
OPS: I think we should get some higher level input here

CMO_Varesh says:
::walks over and joins the CO:: CO: Mind if I read over your shoulder? It will save time explaining.

XO_Mortimer says:
CEO: Three to beam down, Mr. DuPont.

CTO_Mesme says:
*CO*: Mesme to Black

EO_Leasha says:
*CEO*: Sir you want me to transport this to where you are at the moment so you can take it down with you ?

CEO_DuPont says:
XO: Aye sir ::activates the transport::

CEO_DuPont says:
*EO*: Negative, stand by

EO_Leasha says:
*CEO*: Aye Sir

Host CO_Black says:
::glances at the CMO::  CMO: Sorry Doc... classified access...      ::starts reading the info and glances at the FCO::  FCO: Stick around for a while...

CMO_Varesh says:
::nods and stands back:: CO: I understand, sir.

CEO_DuPont says:
CO: Captain with your permission I would like to beam back down and help the locals with repairing and fireproofing their structures?

FCO-Exeter says:
CMO: Believe me Hearon is a dangerous man

Host CO_Black says:
CEO: Hang on for a sec, Chief...

Host Martes says:
ACTION: Mortimer's team reappears back in the chambers

CTO_Mesme says:
*CO*: Mesme to Black, are you there sir?

CMO_Varesh says:
::turns to Exeter::  FCO: If your level of anxiety was anything to judge, I have to agree.

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::looks around for Prefect Brolen so he can grovel and offer excuses::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::sighs and looks around::

Host CO_Black says:
::gestures Exeter to join him at the access console as he hears the comm for the second time::  *CTO*: Black here, Lieutenant...

CTO_Mesme says:
*CO* Sir, we attempted to scan the boxes at your previous location but they are heavily shielded and our scans cannot penetrate, permission to beam one aboard…

EO_Leasha says:
::finishes her coffee up and goes to check something ::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Walks over to the CMO:: CMO: What gives?

FCO-Exeter says:
::walks towards Brian at his access console, still sweating and shaking::

CMO_Varesh says:
::frowns as he has a thought::  FCO/CO: Is it a possibility that Hearon is doing this on purpose as an excuse to attack the Malandrans?

CMO_Varesh says:
CEO: Not sure... classified and all that. ::shrugs::

XO_Mortimer says:
@ ::rubs his eyes as they adjust to the change in lighting again::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Shakes his head::  CMO: Secrets, always get in the way of us doing job properly

Host CO_Black says:
FCO: Can you shed some light on what I am seeing here...?  CMO: What are you pointing at, Doctor...?   *CTO*: That would be inappropriate, Lieutenant as it could very well be a big security risk.. ::pauses:: can you be sure it isn’t ?

Host Martes says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause 200th Scimitar Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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